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Abstract: With the European settlement of Australia in the 19th century, the industrial development of the continent 
was closely related to the construction and extension of railway lines. Numerous railway dams were built to provide 
water for the steam locomotives and several are still used today. In this paper, the authors reviewed six railway dams. 
One, the 75-Miles dam, was a thick concrete arch dam, the first concrete arch dam in Australia and possibly in the 
world. The Tallong dam, completed in 1883, is an unique brick buttress-slab structure. The de Burgh dam, 1907-1908, 
was the first reinforced-concrete thin-arch dam in Australia. The other three structures were thin concrete arch dams but 
their reservoirs rapidly silted up, one being subjected to the most extreme recorded sedimentation rate in Australia. The 
background of the railway engineers is discussed. It is shown that, in the 19th century, the railway engineers had a 
broad-based education, and their expertise led to advanced dam designs (e.g. 75-Miles dam, de Burgh dam). 
 
INTRODUCTION 
With the European settlement of Australia in the 19th century, the railway development played an important role in the 
development of the colony at the time (fig. 1). Several railway companies were established in the colonial cities (e.g. 
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane) and the extension of the railways was closely linked to the availability of water 
throughout the year to supply the steam locomotives1. Indeed only limited water supply is available inland because of 
the dry Australian climate. The median annual rainfall is less than 400 mm over 60% of the Australian continent and 
the rain occurs primarily during a wet season, associated with intense falls. For example, the annual rainfall intensity 
ranges from 24 to 132 mm per 24 hours in South-East Australia (Victoria, New South Wales and South Queensland). 
During the dry periods, rainfall is scarce (e.g. median monthly rainfall ranging from 0 to 100 mm in South-East 
Australia) and small reservoirs may dry out. 
The railway authorities had to build large water storages for steam locomotive supply, including reservoirs and dams2. 
Further, with the expansion of the railway network, the increase in traffic, the introduction of new larger water tenders, 
the persistence of prolonged drought and increased knowledge of rainfall variability, larger and larger water supplies 
were required. Some reservoirs were enlarged (e.g. 75-Miles dam) and new ones were built  (e.g. Cunningham Creek 
dam 1912, Illalong Creek dam 1914). Today several railway dams are still standing and, in 1997, the Railway Authority 
of NSW has retained ownership of over 40 reservoirs. Several are in use (e.g. Tallong dam, 1883). 
                                                          
1Steam locomotives operated in Australia up to the 1970s, with steam trains in use up to 1976 at Ingham, North Queensland. 
2Although the words "dam" or "tank" refer to a water reservoir of any kind for the Australian Railways, the term "dam" refers to a 
wall built across a stream to impound water in hydraulics (and in this present study). 
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Among the railway dams, some exhibited unusual features and their history is developed herein. Each dam is still 
standing and their unique characteristics are summarised in table 1. 
 
Table 1 - Six railway dams and their main features 
 
Reservoir Date Primary feature Other details 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
75-Miles dam, 
Warwick QLD 
1880 First concrete arch dam in Australia. On Sydney-Brisbane railway line from 1888 to 
1930. Dam heightening in 1901 with addition 
of three concrete buttresses. Still in use 
(emergency). 
Tallong dam, Tallong 
NSW 
1883 Brick buttress slab structure. On Sydney-Melbourne line. Spillway damage 
in 1974. Refurbishment in 1975. Still in use 
for water supply. 
De Burgh dam, 
Burrinjuck NSW 
1907-1908 First reinforced-concrete thin arch dam 
in Australia. 
Disused since 1929. Fully-silted today. 
Koorawatha dams, 
Koorawatha NSW 
19?? & 
1911 
Two concrete thin arch dams. Both fully-
silted rapidly. 
The newer taller dam wall is located 5 to 10-m 
downstream of the first arch. Disused and 
fully-silted. 
Cunningham Creek 
dam, Harden NSW 
1912 Concrete thin arch dam. Fully-silted by 
1928 and well-known overseas. 
On Sydney-Melbourne line. Disused and fully-
silted. 
Quipolly No. 1 dam, 
Werris Creek NSW 
1932 Concrete thin arch dam. Subject to the 
heaviest siltation rate in Australia during 
1942-43 floods. 
Multipurpose reservoir : irrigation town water 
supply and railway supply. Disused and fully-
silted. 
 
Historical development of railways in Australia 
In the 19th century, Australia was divided into several colonies : New South Wales, Tasmania3, Victoria, Queensland 
and Western Australia. The first trade routes followed the main rivers (e.g. Murray and Darling rivers) but, from the 
1850s, railway lines were built to develop inland routes, competing with and later replacing the river traderoutes 
(LOUGHEED 1977). 
The first railway line, powered by convicts, was established at Port-Arthur in 1836 and the first steam-operated line in 
Australia was opened in 1854 (table 2). From then the main railway networks extended from the capital cities inland. 
Intercolonial rivalry, in particular between Victoria and New South Wales, led to a chaotic uncoordinated railway 
development. For example, several railway gauges were used (table 3), and it was not until 1962 that Melbourne and 
Sydney were connected by a standard gauge line ! 
 
 
                                                          
3also called van Diemen's land at the time. 
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Table 2 - Historical development of railways in the Australian colonies 
 
State First railway line First steam operated private 
railway line 
First steam-operated public railway 
line 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Tasmania 1836 : 5-miles track at Port 
Arthur, man-powered 
1871 : Launceston to Deloraine, 
Launceston & Western Railway 
Company 
-- 
South Australia 1854 : Goolwa to Port Elliott, 
horse-powered 
-- 1856 : Adelaide to Port-Adelaide 
Victoria -- 1854 : Melbourne to Port-Melbourne, 
Melbourne & Hobson's Bay Railway 
Company 
1859 : Melbourne to Williamstown, 
Victoria Railways Department 
New South 
Wales 
-- -- 1855 : Sydney to Granville (near 
Parramatta), Sydney Railway Company 
Queensland -- -- 1865 : Ipswich to Grandchester, South & 
West Railway line, Queensland 
Government Railways 
Western 
Australia 
-- 1871 : Lockville line, timber mill 
railway line 
1894 : Geraldton to Mullewa 
 
Reference : ADAM-SMITH (1983), LEE (1988) 
 
Table 3 - Some railway gauges in use in Australia during the 19th century 
 
Gauge Dimensions Metric 
dimensions
State(s) Remarks 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
MAIN GAUGES     
Standard gauge : 4 feet 8.5 
inches 
1.435 m New South Wales, South 
Australia (e.g. Adelaide-Port 
Adelaide, Trans-Australia) 
1846 British Parliament Railway Act for all 
colonies including Australian ones. 
Broad gauge 5 feet 3 inches 1.600 m South Australia, Victoria Irish gauge, introduced by F.W. SHIELDS.
Narrow gauge 3 feet 6 inches 1.067 m Queensland, South Australia, 
Tasmania 
Introduced in Queensland by A. 
FITZGIBBON. Called broad gauge in 
Tasmania. 
NARROW GAUGES     
 2 feet 6 inches 0.762 m Colac-Beech Forest, Victoria  
 2 feet 0.610 m Tasmania 
Goondah-Burrinjuck NSW 
Called narrow gauge in Tasmania. 
For Burrinjuck dam construction. 
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HISTORY OF DAMS 
Among the Australian railways dams, some exhibited unusual and advanced features (e.g. the 75-Miles dam, Tallong 
dam and de Burgh dam) while others had a short lifetime because of rapid siltation. Their history is briefly described. 
Note that some dams were built at the same time as the railway line (i.e. 75-Miles, de Burgh) whereas others were built  
after the line construction, to satisfy the increase in water demand. Full details of the dam and reservoir characteristics 
are listed in appendix I. 
 
Three railway dams of advanced design 
75-Miles dam 
The 75-Miles dam4 was built to supply water for the steam locomotives on the Stanthorpe extension of the South & 
West Railway, used on the Brisbane to Sydney line from 1888 to 1930 (fig. 2). Built in 1879-1880, the dam was 
designed by Henry Charles STANLEY (1840-1921), Chief Engineer for Railways, Southern Division from 1872 to 
1901. The dam was built at the same time as the Gorge railway tunnel and several culverts, and all were made of 
concrete. The concrete culverts were completed in July 1879 and the Gorge tunnel was completed on 20 March 1880. 
The 75-Miles dam design was a thick concrete arch 5-m high, 1.07-m tick at crest and 2.78-m thick at base. The dam 
stability relied upon the abutment reaction force to resist sliding and overturning5. It was a single-radius arch (58.5-m 
radius, 24.5-m long), probably calculated using the cylinder formula. Indeed the first arch dam in Australia, the 
Parramatta dam (1851), was designed using the cylinder formula (DARLEY 1900, CHANSON and JAMES 1998a) and 
H.C. STANLEY had contacts with the NSW-Public Works Department6. The upstream face was basically vertical 
while the downstream face was battered (1H:2.5V) (fig. 2(B)). There is conflicting information on the reservoir 
capacity : 1,295 m3 [285,000 gal]] (7) or 1,818 m3 [400,000 gal] (8). 
The dam was equipped with an overfall spillway, a scour outlet and a pipe outlet. From the water outlet, the pipeline 
runs 800-m to a tank stand, located at a place of horizontal level, because the railway grade (i.e. 1 in 60) was too steep 
for the trains to stop near the reservoir. The water tank was unusually small in itself but water could be easily provided 
by the 75-Miles dam reservoir. 
The dam was heightened in 1900-1901 under the supervision of H.C. STANLEY, with the addition of a vertical section 
on top of the wall and with three downstream buttresses (fig. 2(C)). 
The dam was disused around 1950. Since the water supply has been kept for emergency use only. 
 
                                                          
4also called Ravine dam and Gorge tank. 
5The first author performed the complete stability analysis of the dam. 
6In 1878, STANLEY had "been placed in communication with the New South Wales Railway Department, with the object of 
considering the best mode of ultimately connecting the railway system in this colony [i.e. Queensland] with that of New South 
Wales" (Report of the Queensland Railway Commissioner, 1878). In the same report, he acknowledged his visit to the Public Works 
Department in Sydney. 
7"Plan of dam and specifications of design : Stanthorpe Extension, Dam at 74 M 77 chs", Henry STANLEY, 27.3.79. 
8Report of the Queensland Railway Commissioner, 1880, p. 80. 
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Tallong dam 
The Tallong Railway dam9 was built for water supply of the steam locomotives on the Main Southern Railway. The 
reservoir is about half-way between Moss Vale and Goulburn10. The dam was designed and built by the NSW-Public 
Works Department, Railway Construction section, for the Railway Department of NSW which did not have a civil 
group at the time. Completed in 1883, the dam is a curved brick buttress/slab wall, with 9 brick buttresses (fig. 3). The 
original reservoir capacity was 85.5 E+3 m3 and the catchment area is about 23 km2. The dam was equipped with an 
overflow spillway on the left bank. A pump house was installed, next to the spillway, to lift the water to a water tank 
next to the railway line. The spillway was heavily damaged in 1974 and repaired in 1974-1975. 
The dam wall was raised in 1917 because of reservoir siltation. In 1975, the dam refurbishment included spillway 
reconstruction and post-tensioning of five buttresses (next to the spillway). Today the reservoir is used as town water 
supply for Tallong and Marulan South. 
 
De Burgh dam 
Built in 1907-1908, de Burgh dam is a concrete arch dam (fig. 4). The reservoir, Lake de Burgh, was built as a water 
supply for the narrow-gauge railway line connecting Goondah NSW to the construction site of the Burrinjuck dam11. 
The railway line was built to carry the cement12 to the dam site (de BURGH 1908). The narrow-gauge railway 
locomotives13 had to be refilled (with water) at several places along the line : three small dams (Three Mile dam, 
Marilba weir and Summit dam), a small concrete tank and the de Burgh dam (NEWLAND 1994). The narrow gauge 
railway was dismantled in 1929 upon completion of the Burrinjuck dam in 1928, the railway route being later 
converted to a vehicular road. 
The de Burgh dam was designed by and named after E.M. de BURGH, Acting Chief Engineer for Rivers, Water 
Supply and Drainage, Department of Public Works, and in charge of the design of the Burrinjuck dam (de BURGH 
1908, 1909, NEWLAND 1994). It was a single-radius arch wall, 4.9-m high, reinforced with 20-lb. rails (1.52-m apart 
horizontally and 3.048-m apart vertically). The arch radius was 20.17 m and the cost of he dam was estimated at £529 
(de BURG 1908). The dam was equipped with an overflow spillway and a bottom outlet (fig. 4). A steam pump (Blake 
pump) was located on the right bank to lift water to a 90-m3 buckle plate service tank situated above and adjacent to 
the railway (NEWLAND 1994). Disused since 1929, the reservoir is fully-silted today. 
Note that there is often confusion between the de Burgh dam and the Barren Jack City dam. Both dams were designed 
by E.M. de BURGH, but the Barren Jack City dam14 was designed to supply the construction town Barren Jack City 
with water. 
                                                          
9also called Barbers Creek dam. 
10The line to Moss Vale was opened in December 1867 and Goulburn was reached by rail on 29 May 1869. 
11also called Barren Jack dam. The Burrinjuck dam was one of the largeest concrete gravity dams in Australia at the time. 
12imported from Portland, USA (NEWLAND 1994). The sand was brought from the Goodradigbee River deposits. 
13The locomotives were one Fowler 0-6-0 tank locomotive (called Kate), previously used for the construction of the Cataract dam 
near Sydney, and four Krauss tank locomotives, ordered in 1907 and delivered in 1908. The Krauss locomotives were named Archie, 
Dulce, Jack and Robin. 
14also called Barren Jack Creek dam. The Barren Jack  City dam is now listed in the Heritage & Conservation List (stage 2) of the 
NSW Department of Land and Water Conservation (Heritage No. 50068-1, Asset No. 50068). 
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The short life of three railway dams 
Koorawatha dams 
The Koorawatha dams were built to supply water to the steam locomotives for the railway branch line connecting 
Blayney on the Great Western Railway to Murrumburrah on the Great Southern Railway. The branch line was 
completed in 1888, and Koorawatha Station was closed in 1980. 
Two concrete arch dams were built successively. The first concrete dam was completed around 1901 (?). The 5 to 7-m 
high dam was equipped with an outlet system and an overfall spillway. The reservoir became rapidly silted and a 
second dam was built 5 to 10-m downstream of the first dam (fig. 5). 
Completed in 1911 (or 1913), the present Koorawatha dam is a concrete single-arch wall (9-m high, 0.92-m thick at 
crest, 40.2-m arch radius). The upstream face of the wall is vertical and the downstream face is battered. The dam was 
equipped with an overfall spillway and an outlet system, but the outlet efficiency was affected by the presence of the 
first dam. The reservoir is fully silted today, being occupied by sand and gravels, indicating sedimentation by bed-load. 
Altogether both dams were designed with advanced structural features (thin concrete arch design). But they became 
worthless as a result of rapid sedimentation. 
 
Cunningham Creek dam 
The Cunningham Creek dam was built to supply water to the steam locomotives for the Main Southern Railway. 
Located between Yass and Wagga-Wagga, the railway line was built as part of the Cootamundra extension15. 
The dam was completed in 1912. The 16-m (?) high dam is a single-arch concrete dam (fig. 6). The wall thickness at 
crest is 0.93 m. The reservoir was over 1.3 km long and about 110-m wide, and the reservoir area at dam crest level is 
150,000 m2. The catchment area is 850 km2. 
The spillway was a central overfall and the reservoir was equipped with a pumping system to lift the water to a 
reservoir (still there) at the highest point in town. The pipes were wooden pipes (LITTLEJOHN 1998). 
The dam was equipped with a bottom outlet system (1 scour and 1 pipe outlets) located next to the left bank 
(HELLSTRÖM 1941, fig. 11, 15 and 16). A crane was installed at the dam crest to facilitate the outlet operation and to 
assist in clearing the outlet intake (fig. 6). Old photographs indicated that attempts to flush sediments were not 
successful (HELLSTRÖM 1941, fig. 16). Indeed the scour outlet system was small compared to other structures (e.g. 
Illalong Creek, Quipolly) and its location is far from optimum. In particular it does not compare with the large scour 
system of Illalong Creek dam (1914), built by the same organisation and located less than 30-km away ! 
The reservoir became silted very rapidly and the siltation history was well documented by the Swedish researcher 
HELLSTRÖM (1941). During the first ten years of operation, the silt was deposited at a rate of 49,000 m3 per annum. 
The reservoir was 90% full in 1929, being filled primarily by suspended-load (HELLSTRÖM 1941). 
 
Quipolly dam 
The Quipolly dam16 was completed in 1932 as a multipurpose reservoir for town water supply, stock water and railway 
use. The nearby town of Werris Creek is an important railway junction. It was created on the extension of the Northern 
                                                          
15The line to Yass was opened in 1876, the extension to Cootamundra was opened on 8 September 1877 and Wagga-Wagga was 
reached by rail on 3 September 1878. 
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Line to Tamworth, built between 1874 and 1874, and opened on 14 October 1878 (LEE 1988). The branch for the 
North-Western extension from Werris Creek to Gunnedah was opened on 11 September 1879. 
The dam is a concrete single-arch dam (19-m high, 184-m long) (fig. 7). The original storage capacity was 860,000 m3. 
CHANSON and JAMES (1998a) described the siltation history of the reservoir. In 1943 the siltation volume amounted 
to 290,000 m3. By 1952, more than half of the initial storage had been lost. Nowadays the reservoir is fully silted. 
Despite some interesting structural features, the Quipolly dam is nevertheless another engineering failure caused by 
reservoir sedimentation. It is worth to note that the reservoir siltation during the 1942-43 floods is the most extreme 
recorded siltation rate in Australia. The sedimentation rate reached 1140 m3/km2/year between 1941 and 1943 ! 
Generally, a siltation rate in excess of 30 m3/km2/year is considered as significant. In comparison, extreme siltation 
rates of fully-silted reservoirs are : 57 m3/km2/year at Perolles (Switzerland); 66 m3/km2/year at Cunningham Creek; 
307 m3/km2/year at Abbeystead (UK); 377 m3/km2/year at Roznov (Poland); 1,852 m3/km2/year at Wetzmann 
(Austria); 5,625 m3/km2/year at Oued El Fodda (Algeria); 4,370 m3/km2/year at Shihmen (Taiwan). 
 
DISCUSSION 
Historical dam development in Australia 
The first Australian reservoirs used earth dams whose design was based on British experience. All the structures were 
earth embankments with a clay puddle core and they included Yan Yean17 (Melbourne VIC, 1857), Kirks (Ballarat 
VIC, 1862), Beales (Ballarat VIC, 1863), Enoggera (Brisbane QLD 1864), Spring Gully (Bendigo VIC, 1868), Hope 
Valley (Adelaide SA, 1872), and Gold Creek (Brisbane QLD 1885) dams. The ten oldest large dams built in Australia 
were all embankment structures (ANCOLD 1970, ICOLD 1984). Some gravity dams were built at later dates18. Most 
designs were influenced by the French masonry dams built in the 1860s19. Interestingly, nearly all Australian gravity 
structures were concrete walls. 
One major exception was the Parramatta arch dam. Built between 1851 and 1856, the 12.5-m high dam was designed 
by P. SIMPSON (1789-1877), E.O. MORIARTY (1824-1896) and W. RANDLE20. It was a constant-radius arch, with 
a cylinder shape and was heightened by 3.35-m in 1898, under the supervision of Cecil West DARLEY (1842-1928) 
(WADE 1909). Two of the designers of the Parramatta dam, namely SIMPSON and MORIARTY, were respectively a 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
16Also known as Coeypolly Creek dam No. 1 (ICOLD 1984), old Quipolly dam, Quipolly No. 1 dam. A second dam was built in 
1955, 3-km downstream of the old dam. 
17the oldest Australian large dam (ANCOLD 1970, ICOLD 1984). 
18For example, Lower Stony Creek (Geelong VIC, 1875), Beetaloo (Pt Pirie SA, 1890), Goulburn weir (VIC, 1891), Manly (Sydney 
NSW, 1892). 
19For example , Gouffre d'Enfer (Fr. 1866), Ternay (Fr. 1867), La Rive (Fr. 1870), and Pas-du-Riot (Fr. 1873) dams. La Rive dam is 
also called Le Ban dam. SANKEY stated : "The authority of French engineers [on the subject], who have more thoroughly than any 
other solved all the attendant difficulties, may safely be followed. The most recent and satisfactory information on this subject is to 
be found in the Mémoires of M. Graeff and M. Delocre" (SANKEY 1871, p.20), in which he referred to DELOCRE (1866). 
HUMBER stated : "The theory of masonry dams forms the subject of a very interesting and rather elaborate memoir by DELOCRE 
of the Administration des Ponts et Chaussées" (HUMBER 1876, p. 123). 
20For example, ASH et HEINRICHS (1996). 
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former officer of the Royal Navy and a naval engineer. It is generally believed that both of them were familiar with the 
calculations of shells and ship hulls and thus with the thin cylinder formula (ASH et HEINRICHS 1996, CHANSON 
and JAMES 1998a). There is however the possibility of a transfer of expertise through the Royal Engineers 
(CHANSON and JAMES 1998b). Indeed Royal Engineers had already designed two unique structures : the Meer 
Allum multiple arch dam in India (1804?) and the Jones Falls arch dam in Canada (1831). The designer of the Jones 
Falls dam, John BY, was well-known and respected among the Royal Engineers. The Royal Engineers had also a strong 
involvement in water supply systems in India and they were sometimes called upon in Australia21. The Royal 
Engineers in India were aware of the successes of Meer Allum and Jones Falls dams, and they might have advised 
Australian engineers22. 
 
Uniqueness of three railway dams 
Three Australian railway dams exhibited unique and advanced design characteristics. 
The 75-Miles dam is the second oldest arch dam built in Australia after the Parramatta dam (masonry structure), the 
next Australia arch dam being the Lithgow No. 1 dam completed in 1896 (concrete thin arch dam) (DARLEY 1900, 
WADE 1909, ANCOLD 1970, ICOLD 1984). The 75-Miles dam is also the second oldest concrete dam built in 
Australia. The first concrete dam was probably the Lower Stony Creek dam23 (Geelong VIC, 1873). In the 1880s, the 
selection of concrete as construction material and of arch dam design were both rare. The 75-Miles dam must be 
recognised as an unique structure : the oldest concrete arch dam in Australia, possibly in the world. 
The Tallong Railway dam is another unusual structure : a brick construction (buttresses and slabs) with a curved slab 
wall. Interestingly, the Tallong dam might have been the precursor of Junction Reefs dam (Lyndhurst NSW). 
Completed in 1897 and designed by Oscar SCHULZE, the Junction Reefs dam is a multiple-arch buttress dam, with 
concrete foundations and brick buttresses and arches (SCHULZE 1897, SCHNITTER 1994). 
The de Burgh dam is the oldest reinforced-concrete thin-arch dam in Australia. From 1896, the NSW Public Works 
Department (Irrigation and Water Supply section) built a series of concrete arch dams under the successive 
supervisions of C.W. DARLEY (1842-1928) and L.A.B. WADE (WADE 1909). All the structures were single-radius 
concrete thin-arches and these dams are sometimes called  'Darley-Wade dams'. The arch wall reinforcement (with 
rails) introduced at de Burgh dam was a new design feature. De BURGH designed also the nearby Barren Jack City 
dam with concrete reinforcement. 
                                                          
21Officers serving in India, at the time, had to take leave in Australia or in South Africa.. hence there was a stream of visiting Indian 
engineers in Australia. For example, Lieutenant-Colonel R.H. SANKEY (1829-1908) visited Australia from India in 1870 and 
advised on the designs of the Malmsbury dam (1870, Bendigo VIC) and the Lower Stony Creek dam (1873, Geelong VIC). The 
Malmsbury dam was equipped with the first Australian stepped spillway. The Lower Stony Creek dam was the first Australian 
concrete dam (HARPER 1998). 
22One occasion was the visits of Sir Arthur COTTON (1803-1899) in Australia. His experience with irrigation works and dam 
construction in India (e.g. Meer Allum) might have influenced local engineers. 
23also called Geelong dam (WEGMANN 1922) or Stony Creek dam (HARPER 1998). This dam was designed by George 
GORDON (1828-1907), Chief Engineer, and built under the direction of Edward DOBSON (1816-18??), Resident Engineer during 
the construction. Concrete was adopted by DOBSON for the ease of construction, the shorter construction period and the cheaper 
cost (DOBSON 1879, HARPER 1998). 
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A arch dam relies on the abutment reaction forces to resist the resulting water pressure forces. It is a leaner structure 
than a gravity dam, requiring significantly less construction material. The introduction of concrete as the construction 
material marked a significant advance and it took place in Australia (CHANSON and JAMES 1998b). Designers were 
able to consider complex curved shapes to minimise further the construction material and the overall cost. In that 
context, both 75-Miles and de Burgh dams were the precursor of modern arch dams. 
 
Railways and hydraulic engineers 
During the 19th century, the dam design was strongly influenced by the expertise and personality of the design 
engineers. The railway dam designers were firstly engineers. That is, they had broad-based engineering skills, and their 
expertise included civil, electrical and mechanical engineering, including hydraulics. A characteristic example is the 
English engineer William FROUDE (1810-1879), well-known for his contribution to hydraulics and wave study. At the 
beginning of his career, he worked as a railway engineer between 1833 and 1843, including from 1837 working for I.K. 
BRUNEL (1806-1859). Later he became a renown naval architect and hydrodynamicist24. 
In Australia, several dam engineers were railways engineers. Matthew B. JACKSON (1825-?) came in Australia in 
1852 to work for the construction of the railway. Instead he supervised the Yan Yean project as Chief Engineer for 
Waterworks, Melbourne City Council. JACKSON was an experienced English engineer who was an expert witness at 
the Dale Dyke reservoir failure inquest in 1864 (BINNIE 1981), and he worked on various waterworks and lock gate 
installations before being posted in Australia. 
Edward DOBSON (1816-18??) graduated from University College, London, before working on railways in England. 
He worked later in New Zealand (1854-1868) and in Victoria (1869-1876). In Christchurch, he supervised the 
construction of the Lyttelton tunnel and railway. In Australia, he worked again in railway construction until he became 
engineer for the Water Supply Department of Victoria. He was Resident Engineer during the construction of the Lower 
Stony Creek dam, the first concrete dam built in Australia (1872-1873). It is believed that he selected concrete as the 
construction material. 
Joseph BRADY (1828-1908) emigrated to Australia in 1850. He started to work as a draughtsman with the Sydney 
Railway Company and later as an assistant engineer. He was involved in the construction of the railway lines from 
Sydney to Parramatta, Sydney to Mittagong and Hexham to Maitland (WHITMORE 1997). He worked also on the 
Bendigo waterworks. He moved later to Queensland where he designed and supervised the construction of the 
Enoggera dam25. He was also involved in the extension of the Southern and Western Railways to Dalby QLD, before 
moving to Victoria in 1869. 
John B. HENDERSON (1836-1921) was a water engineer who designed and supervised the construction of numerous 
Queensland waterworks, including the Gold Creek dam26. He was trained as a civil engineer on the construction of the 
Melbourne-Geelong Railway before moving to Bendigo and later to Queensland (WHITMORE 1984). 
                                                          
24In open channel flow, W. FROUDE's name was given to a characteristic dimensionless number, called the Froude number. The 
Froude number equals the ratio of flow velocity to square-root of gravity times depth. 
25Completed in 1864, the Enoggera dam was the first "large dam" built in Queensland (as defined by the International Commission 
on Large Dams 1984). 
26The Gold Creek dam, the second large dam built in Queensland (International Commission on Large Dams 1984), was completed 
in 1885 and equipped in 1890 with the first concrete stepped spillway in the world (CHANSON and WHITMORE 1996). 
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Born in Ireland, Cecil West DARLEY (1842-1928) gained early engineering experience on railway construction. He 
arrived in Sydney in 1867 to join the NSW-Public Works Department as Engineer under E.O. MORIARTY, Engineer 
in Chief for Harbours and Rivers. He worked on the Newcastle harbour works and breakwater until 1881. Then he 
worked in Sydney as principal assistant engineer, Water Supply, and he succeeded MORIARTY in 1889. He was later 
Chief Engineer for the NSW-Public Works Department from 1896 to 1901, where he supervised the design of thin 
concrete arch dams (e.g. Lithgow 1896, Moore Creek 1898). He later returned to Europe. 
Henry Harvey DARE graduated in Engineering from the University of Sydney (COLTHEART and FRASER 1987). He 
worked in the drawing office of the Roads and Bridges Branch of the Public Works Department, and as Bridge 
Computer from 1891 and 1893. He was transferred to the Water Conservation and Irrigation branch of the NSW-Public 
Works Department in 1911, succeeding C.W. DARLEY and L.A.B. WADE as Chief Engineer. 
E.M. de BURGH (1863-1929) was educated at the Royal College of Science in Ireland (COLTHEART and FRASER 
1987). He gained initial engineering experience on railway construction in Ireland before emigrating to New South 
Wales. He took his appointment in the Public Works Department in April 1885. He was, there, involved in railway 
construction as bridge engineer when Henry DEANE was Chief Engineer for Railway Construction. In 1904, de 
BURGH went to England and France to study dam construction and water supply. This date might correspond to his 
shift of responsibility to dam engineering. He succeeded H.H. DARE as Chief Engineer for water conservation and 
irrigation. 
Altogether, there is no doubt that leading engineers were involved in both waterworks and railway works during the 
19th and early 20th centuries. These skilled engineers had the expertise to design railway dams with advanced features 
(e.g. concrete arch, reinforced concrete thin arch). 
 
Reservoir siltation and present use 
The stories of Koorawatha, Cunningham Creek and Quipolly dams are not unique. Several small- to medium-size 
Australian reservoirs became fully-silted. Some were railway dams : e.g., Gap weir (1902) at Werris Creek and Illalong 
Creek dam (1914) at Binalong. Others were town water supply dams : e.g., Moore Creek dam (1898) at Tamworth, 
Korrumbyn Creek dam (1917) at Murwillumbah and Inverell dam (1939) at Inverell. Mining dams became also fully-
silted : e.g., two Sheba dams (1888) and Junction Reefs dam (1897). CHANSON and JAMES (1998a,b) attributed 
reservoir sedimentation to several factors, including extreme climatic conditions, ignorance of sediment processes, poor 
catchment management and design mistakes. 
Of the six railway dams, two are still in use : i.e., the 75-Miles dam as an emergency reservoir and the Tallong dam for 
town water supply. One reservoir (Quipolly) acts as a sediment trap to protect the newer Quipolly No. 2 dam, located 3-
km downstream (CHANSON and JAMES 1998a). 
It is worth noting that three structures (75-Miles, de Burgh, Koorawatha) are unknown to the Australian dam 
authorities, despite their heritage value. Further, although one dam (Quipolly dam) is listed by ICOLD (1984), other 
railway reservoirs of similar size (dam height, reservoir capacity) are not recognised as a large dam (as defined by 
ANCOLD 1970) : e.g., Cunningham dam, Illalong dam. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
With the economic development of Australia, during the 19th century, the extension of the railways depended critically 
upon water supply for the steam locomotives. Compared to European countries, railway dams in Australia played a 
more important role in the industrial development and they were used for a longer period. Their stories give new 
insights in the Australian railway engineering expertise. 
Large railway reservoirs were built. Three railway dams presented innovative design : 75-Miles dam, the oldest 
concrete arch dam in Australia and possibly in the world, Tallong dam, an unique brick structure (buttress & curved 
slab wall), and de Burgh dam, the oldest reinforced concrete thin arch dam. The advanced dam features were designed 
by polyvalent engineers who were skilled in railway, civil and mechanical engineering (e.g. H.C. STANLEY, E.M. de 
BURGH). 
Later reservoirs were not so successful. Several became fully-silted rapidly and three stories were detailed : 
Koorawatha dams, Cunningham Creek dam and Quipolly dam. The latter was subjected, in fact, to the worst siltation 
event ever recorded in Australia. Such engineering failures might be related to a change in railway design organisation 
in New South Wales. Up to the 1920s, the railway construction, including reservoir design, was conducted by the 
Public Works Department and handed over to the Railway Department after completion. Later both the construction 
and operation of railways were controlled by the Railway Department. 
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APPENDIX I. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SIX RAILWAY DAMS 
 
CHARACTERISTICS 75-MILES DAM TALLONG DAM DE BURGH DAM 
Dam/Reservoir name(s) : 75-Miles dam / Gorge Tank Tallong Railway dam de Burgh dam/Lake de Burgh
Completion date : 1879-1880 1883 1907-1908 
River : Mineral Creek catchment 
On right hill slope 
Barbers Creek Caroll Creek 
Town : Warwick QLD, 
next to Oaklands property 
Tallong NSW between Barren Jack City 
and Goondah NSW 
Initial reservoir capacity (Mm3): 1,295 or 1,818 m3 0.0855 -- 
Catchment area (km2) : ~ 1 23 -- 
Type of catchment :    
Designer : H.C. STANLEY  E.M. de BURGH 
Institution : Queensland Railways 
Department 
Public Works Department NSW Public Works 
Department 
Dam height (m) : 5.04 5 4.88 
Crest length (m) : 24.5 35 30.18 (?) 
Construction material : Concrete Brick Reinforced concrete, 
reinforced with 20-lb rails 
(1.52-m apart horizontally 
and 3.048 m apart vertically)
Dam design : Single-radius arch Curved buttress/slab Single-radius arch 
Crest thickness (m) : 1.07 -- 0.4 
Base thickness (m) : 2.78 -- -- 
Radius of curvature (m) : 58.5 -- 20.17 
Angle of opening (deg.) : 24 -- -- 
Gravity section : None  No 
Spillway type : Overflow Side chute 2 overflow sections 
Spillway capacity (m3/s) : Unknown 4.3 -- 
Spillway dimensions : W = 24.5 m H = 0.3 m, W = 15 m -- 
Outlet system(s) : 2 1 1 
Outlet description : Scour outlet (12 in. ∅) 
Pipe intake (3 in ∅ (?)) 
-- -- 
History of construction : Construction as part of the 
South & West Railway 
Dam heightening in 1900-
1901 with addition of three 
downstream buttresses 
Construction as part of the 
Main Southern railway 
Dam heightening in 1917 
Dam strengthening in 1974 
Built  with Goondah-Barren 
Jack City line (line to supply 
the Burrinjuck dam 
construction site) 
History of use : Use for steam engines on 
South branch of South & 
West Railway up to 1950. On 
Brisbane-Sydney line from 
1888 to 1930. 
Use for steam engines up to 
19?? 
Town water supply today 
Used from 1908 to 1929 
Dismantled in 1929 upon 
completion of Burrinjuck 
dam in 1928. 
Present owner : Queensland Railways Railway Authority -- 
Present use : Emergency use since 1950 Town water supply for 
Tallong and Marulan South 
None 
Siltation record : Little Some Fully-silted today 
Other(s) :  Spillway failure in 1974 Blake steam pump installed 
on right bank to lift water to 
adjacent 90-m3 service tank 
Heritage value / Uniqueness : First concrete arch dam in 
Australia, possibly in the 
world 
Unique brick buttress-slab 
curved wall 
First reinforced concrete thin 
arch dam in Australia, 
possibly in the world 
 
Note : (--) : data not available. 
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CHARACTERISTICS KOORAWATHA 
DAMS 
CUNNINGHAM 
CREEK DAM 
QUIPOLLY DAM 
Dam/Reservoir name(s) : Koorawatha weir Cunningham Creek / Jugiong 
reservoir 
Quipolly No. 1 dam 
Completion date : (1) 1901, (2) 1911 1912 1932 
River : Bang Bang Creek Cunningham Creek Quipolly Creek 
Town : Koorawatha NSW Murrumburrah-Harden NSW Werris Creek NSW 
Initial reservoir capacity (Mm3): (2) 0.0402 -- 0.86 
Catchment area (km2) : -- 850 70 
Type of catchment :    
Designer : -- -- -- 
Institution : NSW Railways Department -- NSW-Public Works 
Department 
Dam height (m) : (1) 5-7, (2) 9.14 ~ 16 19 
Crest length (m) : -- -- 184 
Construction material : Concrete ((1) & (2)) Concrete Concrete 
Dam design : Single-radius arch ((1) & (2)) Single-radius arch Single-radius arch 
Crest thickness (m) : (1) --, (2) 0.92 0.93 1.08 
Base thickness (m) : -- -- 6.99 
Radius of curvature (m) : (1) --, (2) 40.2 -- 61 
Angle of opening (deg.) : -- -- 93 
Gravity section : No No Yes (right abutment) 
Spillway type : (1) Overfall, (2) Overfall Overfall Overfall 
Spillway capacity (m3/s) : (1) --, (2) 6.72 110 240 
Spillway dimensions : (1) --, (2) W = 24 m, H = 0.3 
m 
H = 1 m, W = 65 m W = 150 m 
Outlet system(s) : (1) 1, (2) 1 1 1 
Outlet description : -- 1 scour outlet + 1 pipe intake 
(crane installed to clean 
scour pipe intake) 
Scour valve 
Pipe outlet 
History of construction : (1) Water supply for the 
branch line connecting 
Blaney on the Great Western 
Railway to Murrumburrah on 
the Great Southern Railway, 
(2) Replaced the old dam 
located 5-10 m upstream 
-- -- 
History of use : (1) Fully-silted by 1930s 
(2) Fully-silted today 
Harden-Murrumburrah 
railway station water supply 
Rapid siltation, nearly filled 
by 1928 
Multi-purpose reservoir 
(town water, stock water, 
railway supply) 
Disused since 1955 
Present owner : Cowra Shire Council -- -- 
Present use : Fully-silted today Fully-silted None officially 
Sediment trap for Quipolly 
dam No. 2 
Siltation record : Fully-silted today Fully-silted (siltation by 
suspension) 
Heavily silted between 1942 
and 1943 - Fully-silted today
Other(s) : -- A pump was installed to lift 
water to the town railway 
station 
-- 
Heritage value / Uniqueness : Rapid reservoir siltation of 
two thin concrete arch dams 
Documented siltation record, 
well-known overseas 
(HELLSTRÖM 1941) 
Most extreme siltation rate in 
Australia 
 
Note : (--) : data not available; (1) : first Koorawatha arch dam; (2) : second Koorawatha arch dam. 
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List of captions 
Fig. 1 - Sketch of the Australian continent 
 
Fig. 2 - 75-Miles dam 
(A) View from downstream, shortly prior to construction (STANLEY 1882) 
(B) Cross-section and elevation of the 1880 arch dam 
(C) Recent photograph of the dam (Photograph taken on 23 January 1998). Note the downstream buttress and the cast-
iron plate "1880" originally placed on the first dam wall. 
 
Fig. 3 - Recent photographs of the Tallong dam (Courtesy of Mr P. REID, NSW-Dam safety Committee) 
(A) View from downstream 
(B) View from the right bank, showing the curved wall 
 
Fig. 4 - De Burgh dam 
Sketch of the dam, reservoir and pumping house, view from the left bank (after an old photograph) 
 
Fig. 5 - Koorawatha dams 
(A) Sketch of the Koorawatha dams during a 1930's drought, showing the top of the first arch wall and the second arch 
dam (Drawing made form an original photograph in SHUMACK 1984?) 
(B) Recent photograph of the Koorawatha dam (Photograph taken on 28 December 1997). The first concrete arch dam 
is longer visible and the reservoir is fully-silted of coarse sediments (gravels, sands). 
 
Fig. 6 - Cunningham Creek dam 
Recent photograph of the dam, view from the left bank (Photograph taken on 28 December 1997). Note the overgrown 
grass in the silted reservoir - In the foreground, note the foundation of the crane, used to clean up the scour outlet 
intake. 
 
Fig. 7 - Quipolly No. 1 dam 
(A) View in elevation 
(B) View from downstream - Note the scour outlet system and the overfall spillway on each side 
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Fig. 1 - Sketch of the Australian continent 
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Fig. 2 - 75-Miles dam 
(A) View from downstream, shortly prior to construction (STANLEY 1882) 
 
(B) Cross-section and elevation of the 1880 arch dam 
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(C) Recent photograph of the dam (Photograph taken on 23 January 1998) 
Note the downstream buttress and the cast-iron plate "1880" originally placed on the first dam wall 
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Fig. 3 - Recent photographs of the Tallong dam (Courtesy of Mr P. REID, NSW-Dam safety Committee) 
(A) View from downstream 
 
 
(B) View from the right bank, showing the curved wall 
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Fig. 4 - De Burgh dam 
Sketch of the dam, reservoir and pumping house, view from the left bank (after an old photograph) 
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Fig. 5 - Koorawatha dams 
(A) Sketch of the Koorawatha dams during a 1930's drought, showing the top of the first arch wall and the second arch 
dam (Drawing made form an original photograph in SHUMACK 1984?) 
 
 
(B) Recent photograph of the Koorawatha dam (Photograph taken on 28 December 1997) 
The first concrete arch dam is no longer visible and the reservoir is fully-silted of coarse sediments (gravels, sands) 
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Fig. 6 - Cunningham Creek dam 
Recent photograph of the dam, view from the left bank (Photograph taken on 28 December 1997) 
Note the overgrown grass in the silted reservoir - In the foreground, note the foundation of the crane, used to clean up 
the scour outlet intake. 
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Fig. 7 - Quipolly No. 1 dam 
(A) View in elevation 
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(B) View from downstream - Note the scour outlet system and the overfall spillway on each side 
 
 
 
